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Delivered on:  18 March 2008 

_____________________________________________________________ 

JUDGMENT 

MULLER, J.: [1]  This matter was set down to be heard today, the 18 March 

and tomorrow on 19 March 2008. The matter to be heard is an application for 

review of certain decisions in terms of Rule 53 of the High Court Rules (the 

main application). The application was opposed by all the respondents, 

except by the fourth respondent. Several affidavits were filed on behalf of the 

respondents opposing the application and replying affidavits. There is also a 

bundle of documents called “Rule 53 record” in the Court’s file. 

 

[2]  Although there are two documents purporting to be indices filed on 6 

November 2007 and 26 February 2008, respectively, the papers consisting of 

the documents and affidavits mentioned before, were not paginated until the 

latest stage possible. These documents are voluminous, consisting many 

papers, totalling in excess of 430 pages. Heads of argument by both counsel 

representing the applicants and respondents, were also filed. These heads of 

argument also consisted of many pages, but with no reference to any 

pagination of the documents referred to earlier. It was consequently 

impossible to read the arguments contained in the heads of argument in 

conjunction with the affidavits.  
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[3]  Consolidated Practice Direction (CPD) 4 deals with opposed motions, 

such as this matter. The CPD 4 (ii) provides that the applicant’s heads of 

argument must be filed not later than 15 clear court days and that of the 

respondent 10 clear court days before the hearing. If the heads of argument 

are not filed within that period the application will not be heard in terms of 

CPD 4 (iv). The heads of argument of the applicants in this matter were not 

filed 15 clear court days before the date when the application was set down 

for hearing. CPD 4 (iv) makes it clear that in such a case, an application for 

condonation has to be filed and although the application will not be heard on 

the day of set down, the judge may condone the failure to file heads of 

argument timeously and postpone the application. If no application for 

condonation had been made or the application for condonation is refused, the 

application will be struck from the roll with an appropriate cost order. (van 

Zyl and Another v Smit and Another, an unreported judgment of this Court 

delivered on 21 May 2007, Case No.: (P) A 105/2006). 

 

[4]  The purpose of the deadlines set by the aforementioned CPD is evident, 

namely the convenience of the court. The judge has to be able to peruse all 

the papers comprising the application in time before it is heard. Judges are 

involved in many other matters and have to read and peruse the documents 

and heads of argument whenever they have time to do so. If the particular 

judge finds time to dedicate to the reading of the documents in an opposed 

motion, he or she must be able to do so. If the papers are not in order and 
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that prevents the judge from doing so, there may not be further, or adequate 

time therefore. That is the rationale for expecting practitioners to ascertain 

that the papers in the application are in order and that heads of argument 

are filed in the time provided therefore in the CPD. 

 

[5]  As presiding judge in this application, I had limited time to read and 

peruse the voluminous set of papers comprising the application before me. 

Not only was the applicant’s heads of argument filed late and out of time, but 

until last Thursday, merely two clear days before the hearing, none of the 

papers were paginated. It cannot be expected of the judge to do the 

practitioner’s work and paginate the papers according to one the indices 

filed, which in fact differ. The Court’s file was full of sets of affidavits without 

pagination and not in any sequence or order. Some of the pages of some of 

the affidavits were even loose and not attached. To sort out this mess would 

take hours and the Court is certainly inconvenienced by this lax attitude of 

the responsible legal practitioner. 

 

[6]  CPD 4 (iv) provides that the application will “ordinarily” not be  heard if 

the heads of argument on behalf of a party is filed out of time. A party 

should not hide behind the word “ordinarily” to avoid the consequences of 

the late filing of its heads of argument. Although it is still in the discretion of 

the judge to hear an application if the circumstances of the matter warrants 

it, the convenience of the Court should always be a consideration and if the 
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Court is in any way inconvenienced, the judge may exercise his or her 

discretion not to indulge any party.  

 

[7]  When the CPD was first drafted and circulated for comment,  

practitioners raised the concern if it is known that an application will never be 

heard if a party is late in filing its heads of argument on time, the process 

will be open to abuse as a party who does not want a matter to be heard, will 

file the heads of argument late and in that way frustrate the innocent party, 

who had complied with the practice directions in respect of the filing of the 

heads of argument. It was for that reason that it was felt necessary to clarify 

that the Court retains the discretion to proceed to hear the matter even if a 

party was late in filing heads of argument if the Court is ready to hear the 

matter. The guilty party should not be allowed to abuse the process. 

 

[8]  Although late, an application for condonation was made on 10 March 

2008 for the late filing of the applicant’s heads of argument and late filing of 

their list of authorities. Not only was the heads of argument of the applicant 

out of time without attaching a list of authorities thereto, the documents filed 

were not paginated and secured in any comprehensible form, causing serious 

inconvenience to the Court.  

 

[9]  Rule 62 (4) of the Rule of Court provides: 
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“An applicant or plaintiff shall not later than 3 days prior to the hearing 

of the matter collate, and number consecutively and suitably secure, 

all pages of the documents delivered and shall prepare and deliver a 

complete index thereof.” 

 

The applicant not only inconvenienced the court by failing to  paginate the 

documents of this application to enable the presiding judge to consider the 

submissions contained in the heads of argument against the papers of the 

application, but did not  even comply with Rule 62 (4). The papers were only 

paginated on 13 March 2008, only two clear days before the hearing. After 

uplifting the Court’s file, it  was only returned to me on 14 March 2008. Even 

at that stage the papers were paginated in a sequence that did not 

correspond with the previous indices, which were filed amongst the papers. 

These indices did not correspond with each other. No index was provided for 

the papers as they were now paginated. On Monday 17 March 2008 a new 

index was filed, only to be substituted by another index. Although the state 

of disorder that the papers in the file were in, improved somewhat, the 

papers were still not properly bound. 

 

[10] The matter will not be heard due to the applicants’ failure to file their 

heads of argument in time in terms of CPD 4 (iv). However, due to the state 

of the file, I would in any event not be inclined to exercise my discretion to 

assist the defaulting applicants to hear this application. 
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[11]  CPD  4 (iv) makes provision for a cost order. Although this application 

will not be heard today and despite the respondents’ opposition to the 

applicant’s application for condonation, I shall condone the late filing of the 

heads or argument and late filing of the list of authorities and postpone the 

application to a date to be arranged with the Registrar for the set down  of 

this application as an opposed application. The wasted costs of today will be 

borne by the applicants. 

 

[12]  On 29 February 2008 the respondents applied by the way of notice of 

motion to  file a further affidavit. This application was opposed by the 

applicants, but except for a notice of opposition filed on 06 March 2008, no 

answering affidavits were filed in that regard. However, it seems that the 

issues concerning the further affidavit and its effect were addressed in 

additional heads of argument by both parties. This specific application was 

also set down for hearing in Motion Court, but Parker J postponed it until 

today for hearing. However, in the light of my decision not to hear the main 

application today for the reasons set out before and because the issue of the 

further affidavit had been opposed, I shall not deal with that application 

today. The entire matter, namely the opposed main application and opposed 

application to permit a further affidavit, will be heard on the date that is 

provided by the Registrar. 

 

[13]  Finally, practitioners should take cognizance thereof of that although 

Rule 62 (4) requires that the applicant to paginate, index and secure all the 
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the documents  3 days before the hearing, the requirement of CPD 4 in 

respect of the filing of heads of argument before certain fixed times, by 

implication requires that the papers be paginated, indexed and secured not 

later than the 15 days before the hearing when the applicant’s heads of 

argument should be filed. If an applicant fails to do that the court may be 

inconvenienced by not being able to consider the arguments properly and the 

whole purpose of requiring heads of argument to be filed in terms of 

provisions of CPD 4 (ii)  is defeated and rendered ineffective. This matter is a 

clear example of such a situation. 

 

[14]  In the result the following orders are made: 

 

a) The late filing of the heads or argument and list of authorities by 

the applicants is condoned; 

b) Both the main application, dated 11 June 2007, and the 

respondents application for the filing of a further affidavit are 

postponed to a date to be arranged with the Registrar; 

c) Costs 

i) The costs of the application for condonation shall be paid 

by the applicants; 

ii) The wasted costs of the respondents, incurred by the 

postponement of the main application, have to be paid by 

the applicants, including the wasted costs of one 

instructing and two instructed counsel; 
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d) No further heads of argument by any party will be filed and the 

applicants are ordered to properly index, paginate and bind the 

papers filed in the applications, not less than 15 days before the 

date of set down of the entire matter. 

 

 

 

__________ 

MULLER, J 
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